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Disclosures of interest affecting impartiality 
 
Name/Position Mayor Troy Pickard 
Item No/Subject CJ006-02/11 – Draft Local Housing Strategy – Consideration 

following Public Consultation 
Nature of interest Interest that may affect impartiality 
Extent of Interest Mayor Pickard owns property in a Housing Opportunity Area. 

 
Name/Position Cr John Chester 
Item No/Subject CJ006-02/11 – Draft Local Housing Strategy – Consideration 

following Public Consultation 
Nature of interest Interest that may affect impartiality 
Extent of Interest Cr Chester owns houses in Housing Opportunity Areas. 

 
Name/Position Cr Russ Fishwick 
Item No/Subject CJ006-02/11 – Draft Local Housing Strategy – Consideration 

following Public Consultation 
Nature of interest Interest that may affect impartiality 
Extent of Interest Cr Fishwick owns land in Housing Opportunity Area 3. 

 
CJ006-02/11 DRAFT LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY – 

CONSIDERATION FOLLOWING PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION 

  
WARD: All 
  
RESPONSIBLE: Ms Dale Page, Director Planning and Development 
  
FILE NUMBER: 30622 
 
ATTACHMENTS: Attachment 1 Draft Local Housing Strategy   
  Attachment 2 Draft Dual Density Code Policy 
 Attachment 3  Survey Form 
  Attachment 4  Survey Results 
  Attachment 5 Survey Results from each Housing Opportunity Area 
 Attachment 6 Schedule of Modifications 
  
 (Please Note: Attachments 1 and 2 are only available electronically.) 
 
 
 
PURPOSE 
 
To provide information to Council on the outcomes of the community consultation process 
conducted by the City between 3 June and 16 August 2010 on the draft Local Housing 
Strategy (LHS), and for Council to consider adopting the draft LHS so that it can be 
forwarded to the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) for certification. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The WAPC requires each local government authority to prepare a LHS to identify the main 
housing related issues for its district and determine an appropriate response to these. The 
City of Joondalup does not have a LHS. Therefore, there is currently no plan on how to cater 
for the housing needs of existing and future residents of the City of Joondalup, 
acknowledging that the City’s demographics are changing, particularly in terms of an ageing 
population and smaller household sizes. 
 
The draft LHS is therefore needed to provide a firm rationale for the provision of a range of 
housing types which will provide choice for City of Joondalup residents.  
 
The principal recommendation of the draft strategy is the establishment of Housing 
Opportunity Areas where increased residential densities will be considered.  
 
The Housing Opportunity Areas are located near train stations, major commercial centres, 
and transport routes. Increased residential densities in these areas will only be permitted 
where it is demonstrated that development or subdivision complies with specific criteria 
contained in the proposed Dual Density Code policy. This will ensure development will 
contribute positively to the area, and will include environmentally sensitive design principles. 
 
The residential densities for the majority of the City are recommended to remain the same. 
 
There are a number of additional recommendations in the draft aimed at allowing for a 
diverse range of housing to be provided over the next 10 to 15 years. 
 
The draft LHS forms part of the overall District Planning Scheme review project. Any LHS 
recommendations adopted will be implemented through the new planning scheme. 
 
Public consultation has been undertaken on the draft strategy, and an overall positive 
response to the proposals contained in the draft strategy has been received. The adoption of 
a LHS is an important step for the City of Joondalup and, subject to minor modifications, it is 
recommended that Council adopt the draft strategy. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The City is undertaking a review of the current District Planning Scheme No 2 with a view to 
putting in place a new Local Planning Scheme. 
 
Before the formal preparation of the new planning scheme, the City needs to finalise a 
number of supporting documents that will inform the new scheme, including a Local Planning 
Strategy, a Local Housing Strategy, a Local Commercial Strategy, and the Joondalup City 
Centre Structure Plan. 
 
The Council has already endorsed the Local Planning Strategy and the Joondalup City 
Centre Structure Plan, and the preparation of the Local Commercial Strategy is underway. 
 
The LHS, the subject of this report, sets out how future housing needs can be met within the 
City of Joondalup.  
 
Council, at its meeting held on 16 March 2010 (CJ032-03/10 refers), resolved to advertise 
the draft LHS for public comment for a period of 60 days. 
 
The draft LHS and associated draft Dual Density Code Policy are at Attachments 1 and 2. 
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DETAILS 
 
The draft LHS consists of: 
 
Part 1 – This section provides the background and context on existing population and 
housing within the City, as well as analysis of recent trends.   
 
This part also includes the outcomes of the Housing Intentions community survey that was 
conducted in April and May 2009. 2,200 surveys were mailed to randomly selected residents 
across the City to ascertain the housing needs and requirements of local residents both at 
the time, and into the future. An online version of the survey and a downloadable version of 
the survey were also made available on the City’s website. 
 
Part 2 – Based on the outcomes of Part 1, this section outlines the recommendations of the 
draft LHS, which are (as advertised): 
 

Draft Recommendation 1  
 
Accept the Housing Opportunity Areas shown on the Local Housing Strategy Plan Map in 
Section 10.4 as areas suitable for higher residential density codings in the new District 
Planning Scheme.  
 
Draft Recommendation 2 
 
Use the proposed new residential densities and zonings in each of the Housing 
Opportunity Areas described in Section 10.5 as the basis for new density codings and 
rezonings in the new District Planning Scheme. The rest of the City is unchanged. 
 
Draft Recommendation 3  
 
As part of the District Planning Scheme review process, adopt a new planning policy - 
“Dual Coding Policy – Subdivision and Development Requirements” - to guide 
development in the Housing Opportunity Areas.  

 
The above recommendations propose a targeted approach to residential density increases in 
certain areas.  These areas are to be known as Housing Opportunity Areas. The Housing 
Opportunity Area boundaries have been established utilising the following broad selection 
criteria: 
 

x 800 metre catchment around Currambine, Joondalup, Edgewater, Whitfords, 
Greenwood and Warwick railway stations;  

x 800 metre catchment around the Joondalup City Centre and the regional centres of 
Westfield Whitfords and Centro Warwick;  

x 400 metre catchment around the district centres of Woodvale, Greenwood and 
Currambine;  

x 400 metre catchment around neighbourhood centres close to high frequency public 
transport services; 

x 400 metre catchment around high frequency bus routes;   
x suburbs  which would benefit from revitalisation;  
x land abutting Right of Ways (laneways). 

 
The boundaries of the Housing Opportunity Areas are generally drawn along road centre 
lines, rather than between properties or at the rear of properties. 
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The draft LHS recommends that the Housing Opportunity Areas have a dual residential R-
Code, whereby the higher R-Code only applies (to both subdivision and development) when 
the provisions of the Dual Density Code Policy are met. 
 
The draft Dual Density Code Policy aims to ensure that development within the proposed 
Housing Opportunity Areas contributes positively to the existing look and feel of an area by 
using principles of good design in addition to providing benefits of energy efficient design.  
 

Draft Recommendation 4  
 
As part of the District Planning Scheme review process, adopt a new planning policy 
– “Additional Density Bonus for Aged Persons’ Housing”  - to encourage 
amalgamation and development of between 2 and 4 residential lots for aged persons’ 
housing in appropriate locations. It will apply across the whole City with the exception 
of the City Centre.   

 
Currently, a density bonus is available under the provisions of the Residential Design Codes 
where five or more aged person’s dwellings are developed in one group.  The take up of this 
bonus has been low.  This recommendation proposes the development of a policy to allow 
an additional density bonus as an incentive to provide aged persons housing. 

 
Draft Recommendation 5 
 
In the new District Planning Scheme, replace the residential coding of R20 which 
currently applies  to all commercial and mixed use zoned land outside the City Centre 
with R80. It will apply to lots over 1,000 m2.  

 
This recommendation aligns with Council’s comments on Directions 2031 and beyond and 
the Activity Centres Policy (Report CJ171-08/09 refers), whereby appropriate residential 
densities for Activity Centres was supported. Also, current coding of such sites prohibits 
effective and optimal use of such land and often renders the development not viable. 
 

Draft Recommendation 6 
 
As part of the District Planning Scheme review process, amend Policy 3-2 – “Height 
and Scale of Buildings Within Residential Areas (outside the City Centre)” to allow the 
height of i) large-scale aged persons’ accommodation and ii) residential development 
in areas coded R60 and above, to be increased to 3 or 4 storeys instead of being 
limited to 2 storeys. It will apply across the whole City with the exception of the City 
Centre.   

 
This recommendation seeks the consideration of a policy to remove impediments to larger 
scale development, which by their nature, will be higher than two storeys. This will allow land 
to be developed to its full potential, increase viability for persons wishing to construct 
developments of this nature, and act as incentive to redevelopment. 

 
Draft Recommendation 7 
 
As part of the District Planning Scheme process, adopt a new planning policy  - 
“Minimum Density for Large Opportunity Sites” which will be in line with government 
policy and set a ‘target’ density  for such sites. It will apply across the whole City with 
the exception of the City Centre.   
 

This draft recommendation seeks the consideration of a policy that would ensure that large 
residential infill sites that become available are developed to their best advantage within the 
context of the surrounding area.  
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Implementation 
 
The adoption of a LHS will in itself not change residential densities or zonings.  Any 
recommendations of the LHS adopted will be implemented through the new District Planning 
Scheme, which will also be subject to a further extensive consultation process. 
 
Issues and options considered: 
 
Council has the option to: 
 

x Adopt the draft LHS as final, 
x Adopt the draft LHS as final, subject to modifications,  
x Not adopt the draft LHS. 

 
Legislation/Strategic Plan/Policy Implications 
 
Strategic Plan 
 
Key Focus Area:  The built environment. 
 
Objective:  To ensure high quality urban development within the City. 
 
Policy  
 
The draft LHS recommendations include the development of a draft Dual Density Code 
Policy to ensure high standard development occurs in the Housing Opportunity Areas. 
 
Risk Management considerations: 
 
The LHS is an important requirement of the review of the District Planning Scheme.  If 
Council does not adopt a LHS, progress towards a new District Planning Scheme will be 
problematic. 
 
If Council does not adopt a LHS, the amount of housing choice for residents is also restricted 
which may lead to residents moving away from the City in order to seek desirable housing 
types and densities. 
 
Financial/Budget Implications: 
 
The cost of undertaking the public consultation process including data entry but excluding 
permanent and contract City staff time, was $65,420. 
 
The cost of placing notices in the Joondalup Weekender and West Australian Newspapers in 
the event the strategy is adopted will be approximately $720. The City will also investigate 
other methods of notifying the public of such an outcome at that time.  
 
Regional Significance: 
 
The draft LHS does not have any direct impact on adjoining Local Authorities.  It is noted that 
the Cities of Stirling and Wanneroo have both developed Local Housing Strategies.  The City 
of Joondalup draft LHS is cognisant of these strategies, particularly on the boundary with the 
City of Stirling where a residential density of R80 is proposed along Beach Road in both the 
local authorities. 
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The WAPC draft sub-regional strategy, which was released in August 2010 for public 
comment, sets out a framework for the way in which objectives of Directions 2031 and 
beyond will be delivered. Further detail about this is provided in the comments section of this 
report. 
 
Sustainability Implications: 
 
The rationale for the identification of Housing Opportunity Areas is based on principles of 
economic, social and environmental sustainability.  The identification of Housing Opportunity 
Areas within a walkable catchment of public transport nodes and commercial centres will 
assist in reducing dependency on the private vehicle and encourage alternative modes of 
transport such as walking and cycling.  This has potential health (social) and energy 
consumption (environmental) benefits.  
 
The draft LHS recommends a range of residential densities which will provide opportunity for 
future infill development. This will better utilise land within built up areas where infrastructure 
is already available.  This is both more environmentally and economically sustainable than 
the continuing outwards expansion of the metropolitan area, particularly with regard to the 
provision of infrastructure and services. 
 
The provision of a wider range of residential densities within the City of Joondalup will 
provide a greater choice of house and land sizes which can cater for a greater range of 
household types from single person to large families. This provision of varied lot and dwelling 
sizes can also offer an increase in affordable housing choices. This will also improve social 
sustainability as it can assist residents to stay in their community, while changing housing 
choice to meet their needs throughout their lifecycle.  
 
The draft LHS recommends the development of a number of policies, one of which will 
provide incentives for the development of aged person’s dwellings in order to sustain the 
City’s aged housing needs. Further to this the development of the draft Dual Density Code 
Policy will require all future dual density coded properties to incorporate sustainable design 
features, including water sensitive and passive solar design techniques.  
 
Consultation: 
 
Public consultation on the draft LHS was undertaken from 3 June 2010 to 16 August 2010 in 
the following manner: 
 
x 63,685 letters and brochures, incorporating a survey (Attachment 3 refers) with a reply 

paid envelope, were mailed out to residents and owners of the 58,087 residential 
properties in the City.    

x Owners of commercial and mixed-use properties outside the City Centre received a letter 
advising them of the recommendation to change the residential density of their properties 
from R20 to R80. 

x Two public information sessions were held on Thursday, 17 June 2010 and Saturday, 
19 June 2010 and were very well attended (100+ people at each session). 

x A dedicated web page was created on the City’s website and a dedicated telephone line 
enabled enquiries to be answered promptly. 

x Numerous notices and newspaper articles also appeared in the local newspapers. 
 
City staff received numerous enquiries regarding the draft LHS both by phone and in person 
at the City’s administration building. 
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Survey Feedback 
 
6,926 valid surveys were returned.  A detailed analysis of the responses is provided at 
Attachment 4.  Results for specific questions relating to owners/residents within Housing 
Opportunity Areas are at Attachment 5.   

 
There was limited feedback on Recommendations 3 to 7 of the draft strategy and on the draft 
Dual Density Code Policy. 
 
Written Submission Feedback 
 
Separate to the survey, 88 written submissions were received as follows: 
 

x 45 ‘standard wording’ submissions of objection to properties in Duncraig (Carine 
Glades) being included in an HOA. 
 

x Five multi signature letters being: 
 

o 23 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Robin Avenue. 
o 10 signatures requestion HOA 3 be extended to include Ross Avenue. 
o 23 signatures requesting Monkhouse Way and Solander Road (HOA 5) not be 

rezoned Mixed Use. 
o 11 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Culwalla Close. 
o 10 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Delaware Place. 

 
x Eight servicing authorities. 
x 30 other submissions. 

 
Servicing authorities and adjoining local governments were invited to comment on the draft 
strategy.  To date, not all service authorities have responded, and follow up action is being 
undertaken.  Below is a summary of their comments: 
 
Department of Planning 
 
x Suggests areas around stations can be expanded.  Also requests plans showing 

walkable catchments of train stations and centres. 
x Seeks justification for using a road as a boundary instead of the backs of lots. 
x Suggests that densities can increase in some areas. 
x Supports a Dual Density Code policy, and the distinction between the criteria for 

subdivision and development applications. 
x Provides comments on Dual Density Code policy inconsistencies with Commission 

policy. 
x Suggests bonus density for aged persons housing is more suited to scheme provisions, 

not a policy. 
x Suggests that Recommendation 7 provide more detail (large opportunity sites). 
 
Response/Action:  It is noted that the draft Dual Density Code Policy does not form part of 
the LHS text.  This policy, as well as other polices referred to in the LHS Recommendations, 
can be further developed and refined in the event the LHS is approved.  Any inconsistencies 
with Commission policy will be resolved at that stage. 
 
In regard the suggestion that proposed densities could be increased, with the introduction of 
the new Multi-Unit Housing Code, it is likely that there is potential for an increase in lot yields 
under the new Code, without the need to increase density codes (further discussed in the 
Comment section.) 
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Water Corporation 
 
x Has no concerns with its ability to service redevelopment areas. 
x Requests Section 5.7 be reworded to identify that the Corporation opposes any 

residential uses (new or existing) within the Beenyup WWTP buffer area. 
x Beenyup WWTP should be listed as a constraint to development in Section 7.1. 
x Strategy should identify that is it is not appropriate for future land uses within the buffer 

area to be of a residential nature, but rather for alternative ‘odour compatible’ uses to 
ultimately occupy this area. 

 
Response/Action:  The Water Corporation’s stance in regard to the Beenyup WWTP buffer 
area is noted, and that information can be included in the LHS. 

 
Department of Environment and Conservation 
 
x Supports the proposed ‘infill’ development. 
x Consideration should be given to the increases in servicing requirements in HOA and the 

subsequent additional utility and transport corridors required to meet the needs of 
increased housing density. 

 
Response/Action:  All service authorities have been contacted to allow their comments to be 
considered. 
 
Department of Health 
 
x Does not appear that the implementation of the Strategy will produce any unanticipated 

results for health planning in the North Metropolitan Area Health service region. 
 
Department of Housing 
 
x Supports principle of split density codings as promoting a high standard of housing 

redevelopment.  However, does not support use of grey water recycling and rainwater 
tanks due to costly installation and the need to be carefully managed to be effective and 
to avoid ongoing maintenance issues.  Criteria needs to balance environmental features 
with housing affordability and pragmatic maintenance considerations. 

x Strongly supports higher density codings around train stations and commercial nodes.  
Has concerns that the densities are too modest and densities up to R40 only encourage 
the subdivision and redevelopment of individual lots.  Suggests tri-density codings. 

x Suggests extending the R60 code around Warwick Station. 
x Suggests density targets for City Centre. 

 
Response/Action:  The draft Dual Density Code policy will be further reviewed and refined as 
part of the scheme review, including the specific provisions relating to grey water and 
rainwater tanks.   
 
In regard the suggestion that proposed densities could be increased, with the introduction of 
the new Multi-Unit Housing Code, it is likely that there is potential for an increase in lot yields 
under the new Code, without the need to increase density codes (further discussed in the 
Comment section.) 
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Main Roads WA 
 
x Concerned about higher density housing along major distributor roads and around train 

stations (due to traffic conflicts between local traffic, pedestrians and cyclists, and 
regional traffic).  Any proposal must be accompanied by comprehensive traffic studies. 

x Concerned about impact on station car parking. 
x Potential for residential amenity to be affected by the impacts of noise, vibration and 

pollution.  Comprehensive noise study required to demonstrate compliance with SPP 5.4 
‘Road and Rail Transport Noise and Freight Considerations in Land Use Planning’. 

x Main Roads preference is that higher density residential developments are located some 
distance from major road networks. 

 
Department of Education 
 
x Confirms that existing government schools have the capacity to accommodate their 

estimate of students that are likely to be generated by the additional lots. 
 
City of Wanneroo  
 
x Raises concerns with the comments provided to the City of Wanneroo by service 

authorities during consultation on their Local Housing Strategy, in particular, Main Roads 
WA. 

x Suggests increasing densities from R20/30 to R20/40, and increasing catchment areas 
(specifics provided in submission). 

 
Western Power, Public Transport Authority, Alinta Gas 
 
x Have been re-contacted on several occasions to provide infrastructure capability 

information, however, information has not been provided. 
 

There is general support for the draft strategy, and service authorities have not raised any 
servicing issues that would warrant major reconsideration of the fundamentals of the 
strategy.   
 
The exception to this is Main Roads, whose approach is at odds with other comments 
received, and also with the tenor of Directions 2031 and beyond and the Activity Centre 
Policy.   Justification has been requested from Main Roads on their position, however, no 
further information has been received at this point. 
 
Draft Dual Density Code Feedback 
 
Although limited feedback was specifically given on the draft Dual Density Code, the principle 
of a ‘dual code’ was generally supported. 
 
Specific comments on the draft policy included: 
 

• Aspects too onerous – for example, the requirement for water tanks, grey water. 
• Policy needs to be more flexible – some ‘essential’ criteria should be ‘desirable’. 
• Policy needs WAPC approval due to departures from certain aspects of the 

Residential Design Codes.  
• Some aspects are not in accordance with WAPC Policies and Planning Bulletins and 

should be revised. 
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The draft Dual Density Code Policy does not form part of the draft LHS text, and therefore, 
the draft policy can be further developed and refined in the event the Strategy is approved.  
This would occur as part of implementation of the LHS through new District Planning 
Scheme No 3. 
 
Multi signature letters and late petitions 
 
Five multi signature letters were received during the consultation period, being: 
 
x 23 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Robin Avenue. 
x 10 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Ross Avenue. 
x 23 signatures requesting Monkhouse Way and Solander Road (HOA 5) not be rezoned 

Mixed Use. 
x 11 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Culwalla Close. 
x 10 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Delaware Place. 
 
Two petitions were presented at the December 2010 Council meeting, being: 
 
x 19 signatures requesting properties in Barralier Way, Padbury be included in HOA 5. 
x 24 signatures requesting properties in area bordered by Marmion and Hepburn Avenues, 

Orbell and McWhae Roads and Waterford Drive, be included in HOA 4. 
 

A seven signature petition requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Syree Court, Sorrento 
has recently been received and will be presented at the February Council Meeting. 
 
It is noted that all landowners and residents within the City were provided with the 
opportunity to provide their input into the draft strategy through the completion of the survey 
that was provided directly to their letterbox.  The petitions and multi-signature letters are 
outside of the agreed consultation process, and would lessen the weight of the opinions 
expressed through the survey responses. 
 
In addition, it is noted that the owners of a number of properties have provided a comment 
via the survey, however have provided a different and conflicting comment via the petition.  
The intended position of these owners is therefore unclear.   
 
Although the multi signature letters and petitions are outside the agreed consultation 
process, further consultation will be undertaken during the preparation of the new District 
Planning Scheme, including the implementation of the recommendations from the LHS.   
 
This approach is consistent with the manner in which similar petitions have been reported to 
Council, including the Ocean Reef Marina and Beach Management Plan consultation 
exercises. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, the following comments are provided on the multi-signature 
letters and petitions: 
 
x 23 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Robin Avenue, Sorrento 
x 10 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Ross Avenue, Sorrento 
x 7 signatures requesting HOA 3 be extended to include Syree Court, Sorrento 
 
HOA 3 primarily contains lots with laneway access.  
 
The more traditional grid like systems of roads and laneways make it easier to facilitate 
higher density residential development while maintaining a consistent streetscape. The 
laneway lots are more easily able to be developed with lesser impact on surrounding 
properties as the laneway separates the sites at the rear. 
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The properties on the northern side of Ross Avenue and the properties on Robin Avenue and 
Syree Court (with 1 exception) are not laneway lots, and therefore do not fall within the 
adopted criteria.  Inclusion of these lots may undermine the adopted principles of the draft 
Local Housing Strategy. 
  
x 23 signatures requesting Monkhouse Way and Solander Road (HOA 5) not be rezoned 

Mixed Use. 
 
This area relates to land opposite the Whitfords Shopping Centre which is recommended to 
be zoned Mixed Use.  It is considered that the ability to provide an interface with the 
shopping centre is an important objective and will, over time, provide the opportunity for 
small scale mixed use development, including housing, to occur.  It is therefore considered 
that the area be retained as proposed Mixed Use. 
 
x 11 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Culwalla Close, Kallaroo 
x 10 signatures requesting HOA 5 be extended to include Delaware Place, Kallaroo 
 
A high level of interest is expressed through the petition for the inclusion of the above 
properties into HOA 5.  Although these properties are located north of the existing proposed 
HOA boundary, the inclusion of the area can be considered to be relatively consistent with 
the locational criteria on which the HOAs are based, particularly given the location of the 
regional shopping centre (Whitfords). 
 
If this area was to be considered for inclusion into HOA 5, to provide a logical boundary, it 
may be appropriate that properties fronting Bridgewater Drive also be considered for 
inclusion.   
 
x 19 signatures requesting properties in Barralier Way, Padbury be included in HOA 5. 
 
The inclusion of properties in Barrallier Way does not form a logical extension to HOA 5.  
Many other properties adjoining and nearby to Barrallier Way share similar proximity to the 
proposed HOA 5, however, the petition does not include these areas. In addition, the survey 
results do not indicate any significant support of the extension of HOA 5 in this vicinity. 
 
x 24 signatures requesting properties in area bordered by Marmion and Hepburn Avenues, 

Orbell and McWhae Roads and Waterford Drive, be included in HOA 4. 
 
The inclusion of the above properties does not form a logical extension to HOA 4, as it 
represents an isolated pocket, and there are many other properties adjoining and nearby that 
share similar proximity to the proposed HOA 4.  In addition, the petition represents 20 
properties out of 106 in the area requested to be included in HOA 4. 
 
x 45 ‘standard wording’ submissions of objection to properties in Duncraig (Carine Glades) 

being included in an HOA. 
 
The objection letters received are not clustered in a way where it is readily possible to 
consider amending the HOA boundary to exclude these properties.  In addition, 73% of 
people who responded to the survey agreed with their house being included in proposed 
HOA 1, indicating a high level of support for the HOA boundary as proposed. 
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COMMENT 
 
Survey results generally 
 
The consultation process identified that many residents could see the benefits from higher 
density, if not from designated Housing Opportunity Areas. The mapping process supports 
this contention as it has shown that property owners across the City wish to have a say in 
determining the future disposition of their homes and properties.  
 
Of major interest has been the desire expressed by respondents to ‘age in place’ by 
subdividing their existing blocks, building a smaller property more suited to their needs and 
financing the whole process through selling off the remaining land.  As smaller, more 
manageable housing is not currently available to older people in their home area, the only 
other identified option for downsizing has been to move away from their established support 
networks of friends, family and social activities.  
 
Density options that would allow those who have retired, or who are approaching retirement,  
to continue living where they are well established would be advantageous for the community 
on several levels. Firstly, local people would stay local, contributing to a generational mix that 
provides for a more balanced population; secondly, the ageing of whole suburbs and their 
infrastructure would be slowed, or even reversed, as newer and more modern properties 
were developed and, thirdly; increased revenue from rates would contribute to the upkeep 
and/or development of local amenities such as parks, gardens, traffic treatments or 
community centres as needed.   
 
Analysis of the survey results indicates amendments to the boundaries of the HOAs are not 
warranted. There was no significant or overwhelming sentiment identified through the spatial 
mapping of ressults that justifies any changes at this stage. 
 
Multi Unit Housing Code 
 
The new Western Australian Planning Commission Multi Unit Housing Code has recently 
come into effect.  The Code has new development provisions for multiple dwellings on sites 
with R-codes of R30 and above.  The impact of the new Code is still somewhat unknown; 
however, depending on the size of the dwellings proposed, a lot where two grouped 
dwellings could be permitted under the R30 code may be able to accommodate three 
multiple dwellings.  It is noted that ‘multiple dwellings’ are a ‘D’ use within the ‘Residential’ 
zone, and are therefore not an automatic ‘right’. 
 
The approach of the Multi Unit Housing Code is to remove a minimum square metre 
requirement per lot and replace with a plot ratio requirement.  The effect may not be so much 
a change to building bulk or site coverage, but does provide greater opportunity for increased 
dwelling diversity and an increase in dwelling yield per lot. 
 
Through the public consultation, some suggestions have been to increase the proposed 
densities within the Housing Opportunity Areas.  However, with the introduction of the new 
Multi Unit Housing Code, it is not considered appropriate to increase the proposed density 
codes, as there is potential for an increase in lot yields under the new Code, without the need 
to increase density codes.   
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Directions 2031 - Outer Metropolitan Perth and Peel Sub-Regional Strategy 
 
The WAPC draft sub-regional strategy was released in August 2010 for public comment and 
provides a framework for delivering the objectives of Directions 2031 and beyond.  It 
provides guidance at the local level and addressed issues that extend beyond local 
government boundaries.  The strategies are primarily concerned with accommodating the 
estimated population growth up to 2031, which is expected to grow from 1.65 million to over 
2.2 million by 2031. 
 
The draft strategy states that the City of Joondalup, under a ‘connected city’ scenario could 
achieve an additional 10,900 dwellings.  However, the draft LHS indicates an additional 
6,516 dwellings could be achieved. 
 
There are several concerns with the dwelling supply assumptions.  Firstly, the document 
does not identify the known major infill and redevelopment projects, therefore the City does 
not know what areas have been included/identified as infill and is unable to check that these 
areas are correct. 
 
Secondly, the estimated take up rate for infill development of 100% under the connected city 
scenario is vastly higher than the more realistic figure of 35% used by the City in the draft 
LHS.  There will be a large difference in estimated dwelling supply based on a take up rate of 
100% as opposed to a take up rate of 35%. 
 
Council considered the draft sub-regional strategy at its November 2010 meeting and 
endorsed a submission to be made on the draft strategy, including the concerns outline 
above. 
 
 
Modifications to draft Local Housing Strategy 
 
A number of modifications are recommended to the draft LHS to update the document, recify 
minor errors, and to address an issue in the proposed Mixed Use areas.  A copy of the draft 
Local Housing Strategy incorporating the proposed modifications outlined below has been 
placed in the Councillors Reading Room. 
 
Mixed Use / Recommendation 5 
 
Recommendation 5 proposes that lots over 1000sqm within the Commercial and Mixed Use 
zones be coded R80.  However, the draft LHS is silent on the proposed coding for 
commercial and mixed use lots under 1000sqm. 
 
It is considered appropriate that those mixed use and commercial lots under 1000sqm within 
a proposed HOA be coded R40, as this is in line with the increased development potential 
within the HOAs in general.  However, for mixed use sites outside HOAs, it is considered 
appropriate that the current density (R20) remain, as no other density increases are 
proposed in these areas. 
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Review of Development Opportunity Sites for Housing 
 
The known development opportunity sites noted in the draft LHS have been reviewed and 
the potential dwelling figures updated, with a number of new sites included, being: 
 
x Former Craigie Heights Primary School (scheme amendment to ‘Urban Development’ 

underway).  
x Former East Greenwood Primary School (scheme amendment to ‘Urban Development’ 

finalised). 
x Future Ocean Reef Marina (dwelling numbers included as part of the project feasability 

assessment). 
 
The potential number of dwellings from known development sites will therefore be updated 
as follows: 
 
 

Known Development Sites Potential dwellings 
 

Former Craigie High School   175 
Currambine District Centre  132 
Edgewater (Quarry Ramble)  23
Ocean Reef Marina (Concept 7.1)   824 
Harbour Rise   24
Former East Greenwood Primary School 71

(based on 65% of the site being developed at 
an estimated average density of R25) 

Former Craigie Heights Primary School 56
(based on 65% of the site being developed at 
an estimated average density of R25) 

  TOTAL                       1305  
 
The above sites are to be identified on the LHS maps as ‘Future development sites for 
housing’, and the potential number of dwellings included in Table 13 of the LHS. 
 
Boundary Modification 
 
x The southern boundary of HOA3 (Sorrento) inadvertently divided an existing grouped 

dwelling development situated over 2 properties in Syree Court. As the draft LHS would 
not have any impact on the existing development, the proposed re-alignment of the 
boundary would remove the retirement village from HOA3. 

 
Clarification of Recommendation 4 
 
Amend the recommendation to: 
 
x Insert the word “existing” between “2 and 4” and “residential”, 
x Modify the wording from a policy to scheme provisions, as follows: 

 
As part of the District Planning Scheme review process, develop scheme provisions 
for “Additional Density Bonus for Aged Persons’ Housing” - to encourage 
amalgamation and development of between 2 and 4 existing residential lots for aged 
persons’housing in appropriate locations. It will apply across the whole City with 
the exception of the City Centre. 
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This is to clarify that the intent is for existing lots to be amalgamated to create a 
larger lot suitable for a cluster of aged persons’ housing.  It is not the intent for newly 
created smaller lots to be ‘re-amalgamated’, in order to obtain the density bonus. 
 

Miscellaneous 
 
The following minor modifications are proposed: 
 
x Update reference to Directions 2031 to Directions 2031 and beyond, being the name 

used upon that document’s final release.  
x Note in Section 5.7 that the Water Corporation does not support residential uses within 

the odour buffer area, and list the plant as a constraint to residential development under 
7.1. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Overall, a positive response has been received from the community in regard to the draft 
LHS.  While indiviudal opinions may differ, it is considered that there is no reason not to 
proceed with the LHS, subject to minor modifications. 
 
VOTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
Simple Majority. 
 
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION:   That Council: 
 
1 ADOPTS the Local Housing Strategy forming Attachment 1 to Report CJ006-02/11 as 

final, subject to the modifications outlined in Attachment 6 to Report CJ006-02/11; 
 
2 SUBMITS the Local Housing Strategy to the Western Australian Planning 

Commission for its endorsement; 
 
3 ADVISES the lead petitioners of Council’s decision. 
 
 
MOVED Mayor Pickard, SECONDED Cr Amphlett that Council: 
 
1  ADOPTS the Local Housing Strategy forming Attachment 1 to Report 

CJ006-02/11 as final, subject to the modifications outlined in Attachment 6 to 
Report CJ006-02/11 and the following Housing Opportunity Area Boundary 
modifications: 

 
1.1 Extend Housing Opportunity Area 3 boundary to include all properties 

bounded by St Patricks Road, Arkwell Way, and Cliff Street, Marmion; 
 

1.2 Extend Housing Opportunity Area 5 boundary to include the properties 
bounded by Cambria Street, Marmion Avenue and Bridgewater Drive, 
Kallaroo; 
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2  SUBMITS the Local Housing Strategy to the Western Australian Planning 
Commission for its endorsement; 

 
3  ADVISES the lead petitioners of Council's decision. 
 
The Motion was Put and          CARRIED (13/0) 
 
In favour of the Motion:  Mayor Pickard, Crs Amphlett, Chester, Corr, Diaz, Fishwick, Gobbert, Hamilton-Prime, 
Hollywood, McLean, Norman, Taylor and Young 
 
 
Appendices 6 and 25 refer 
 
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here:   Attach6brf080211.pdf   
Attach25min150211.pdf 
 
 
CJ007-02/11 YOUTH MUSIC FESTIVALS 
  
WARD: All 
  
RESPONSIBLE: Mr Garry Hunt, Chief Executive Officer 
  
FILE NUMBER: 01579 
  
ATTACHMENTS:  Attachment 1 Youth Services  
 
 
 
PURPOSE 
 
Present a range of options for the potential facilitation of a series of future youth music 
festivals in selected suburbs.  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
At the Council meeting held on 16 November 2010 (C64-11/10 refers), a Notice of Motion 
was presented requesting that the City investigate holding a Youth Music Series in select 
parks.  
 
Details on the current services and previous events offered to young people by the City of 
Joondalup and options for the provision of a series of youth music festivals have been 
provided. 
In order to provide for the needs of young people aged 12 to 25 years, the City offers a range 
of services, programs, events and activities which includes National Youth Week events, an 
annual Battle of the Bands competition, and weekly Hip Hop workshops. 
 
A range of options for providing a series of small-scale youth musical festivals have been 
identified.  As a first step it is considered appropriate to consult with young people to 
ascertain their level of interest in small-scale music festivals, as the investment required by 
the City could potentially be significant. 
 


